Section 1. Title

Van Kampen Courtyard Lights

Sections 2. Statement of Purpose

This bill will provide the Van Kampen courtyard with permanent, year-round string lights. The courtyard currently has minimal outdoor lighting such that VK residents rarely spend time outside of rooms and lounges during the evenings. These string lights will further facilitate community within the residence hall.

Weatherproof and durable, the string-lights ordered will total $250:

- 100-foot bulb lights (4-quantity costing $50 each; $200)
- 33-foot solar-powered lights (4-quantity costing $12.50 each; $50)

The bulb lights will be strung above the courtyard and the solar-powered string-lights will wrap around the trees.

The lights will remain in place for future years and be considered permanent lighting for VK, a MUCH cheaper alternative to additional lighting fixtures installed by Physical Plant.
Section 3. Statement of Policy

A total of $250 will be spent on permanently installed string lights around the courtyard of VK. These lights will also serve to replace the deteriorating christmas lights that are hung annually during the holidays (now Christmas can last forever).

Section 4. Enactment

If passed, $250 will be appropriated to Peter Megorden to purchase the lights on his mother’s Amazon Prime account (thanks mom).